22+23
light+building trends

Light is at the heart of a smart, connected world. Lighting design has been influenced by
holistic thinking as well as the move to digital – and this trend looks set to grow. Genuinely
resource-saving natural raw materials and bio-based plastics mean designers and brands
can envisage whole new categories of design.
Smart systems that disinfect surfaces and air using UV light are increasingly relevant, even
at home. Integrating these into lights and lighting concepts will change what we ask of
designers.
Meanwhile, values such as authenticity, durability and responsibility lie behind many current
trends as we want to stay grounded in our ever-changing world. Current designs are trusting
to the future and its dynamics: experimental, futuristic outlines and colour worlds ranging
from transparent to earth tones offer wellbeing with comfortable lighting. We are seeing
iconic shapes, materials and colours refreshed and used differently.

light+building trends

sensuous +
imaginative

virtual reality

innovative solutions

“Futuristic-looking, innovative ideas for design and materials
are inspiring decorative lighting.”

Softie Project by OPA, photo Joe Fletcher

wellbeing

sensuous +
imaginative

This holistic approach views the future in a new light, as artists and designers visualise our
digital future and imaginary architectures. Guided solely by their creativity, an openness to the
fantastic and the previously unimagined takes experimental shape. The form of the lighting
almost seems to have grown out of organic, amorphous silhouettes or of futuristic gaming
worlds. Translucent and satin surfaces take a comfortable lighting experience and
dematerialise it, diffusely. Hand-crafted glass can really shine here by showcasing magical,
unreal lighting effects. And digital interaction systems are now able to work with disinfectant
lighting technology.
The interaction between light and shape, with transparent colours layered over and blending
into one another, add a surreal, otherworldly aspect to otherwise clear-cut living spaces.
Variations on the mother-of-pearl theme bring rich lighting effects. As a naturally optimistic
sign, the prism of a rainbow brings harmony and lifts the mood.

sensuous +
imaginative
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Light has a biological effect, bringing
wellbeing and lifting the mood. Colour and
temperature can adapt to the change in
lighting required as the day wears on.
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01 Softie Project by OPA, photo Joe
Fletcher 02 Soda by Yiannis Chikas for
Miniforms 03 LC Oculus by LC Light
Cognitive 04 Levante by Marco Spatti
Rava for Luceplan 05 Daylight by Dean
Norton Studio 06 Discovery Space by
Artemide 07 Rainbow by Olivier Vitry
Claisse Architectures, photo Xavier
Harcq 08 Odyssey by Andrés Reisinger,
Reisinger Studio 09 Superpose by
Normann Copenhagen 10 Plastic Rain
by Andrés Reisinger, Reisinger Studio
11 Sfera Portable by Brokis, photo
Martin Chum 12 Puro Floor by Brokis,
photo Martin Chum 13 AGASALLO by
Héctor Serrano for A-emotional light by
Arturo Alvarez 14 .6MM x by Panter
&Tourron 15 Fresnel by Dirk van der
Kooij for Studio Kooij 16 Chubby by
Dirk van der Kooij for Studio Kooij

Dreamscape for the emotions.
Nothing is jarring, everything flows.
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calming, soothing,
pleasing, biodynamic, illusionary,
light filled, dreamlike
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serious +
unfeigned

“It’s about serious, sustainable design. About being natural and multipurpose, drawing on established crafts.”

all-round design

Glencoe, scottish Highlands by Alamy stockfotos

naturalness
sustainable materials

serious +
unfeigned

Nature is the inner light in this theme: Its balancing power, its sublime beauty and its delicate ecosystem are the spark. Designers reflect these values through holistic designs and
sophisticated material innovations. Scientific research into materials is becoming
increasingly dynamic. This has provided a growing number of completely new alternatives,
such as cellulose fabric made from fruit fibres used in lampshades.
Here, sustainability involves flexibility. Not only can cordless luminaires bring light to wherever
it’s needed. Used with versatility they can blur the boundaries between atmospheric indoor
and outdoor illumination. These designs display consummate simplicity and clarity. Wooden
lamp creations combine these values with the latest high-tech innovations. Nature shows
through in the colour palette too: warm earth and mineral shades reference the origins of all
organic life.

serious +
unfeigned

Decisive and insightful. A new generation of
alternative materials is born. How we use light can
be a pledge for sustainability.
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01
01 Glencoe, Scottish Highlands by Alamy stockfotos 02 Nui The sculptural
light by Luceplan 03 Plaff-on! by Joan
Gaspar for Marset 04 Ginger by Joan
Gaspar for Marset 05+10+11 Kata by
Altherr Désile Park for Arper, photo Salva Lopez 06 Chou by Yonoh Creative
Studio for LZF Lamps 07 ECO outdoor carpet by Elena Sanguankeo for
Gervasoni 08+09 Boga Collection
by REPUBLIC OF II BY IV for Hollis +
Morris 12 Pepa by Francesco Faccin
for Astep 13 Nui Mini by Meneghello
Paolelli Associati for Luceplan 14
Thula by Frederica Biassi for Tooy
15+16 Ohmie by Krill Design srl 17
Focus SB® 18 PORTÃO by Christian
Haas 19 Crogiolo Rice Tiles by Marazzi
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Turning to creative crafts.
Nature, close at hand.
Enduring influences.
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holistic, tactile,
natural, sustainable,
simple, earthy,
crafted, remote
work, warmth
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judicious +
eminent

rethought classics

“The focus is not only on the clear graphical aspect, dynamic elegance and
significant statement designs, it is also on the curated interior space.”

Argille by HD surface

new graphic

dynamic elegance

judicious +
eminent

With elegance and moderation come surprises: a familiar geometric language of shapes
lays the groundwork for a celebration of charming, subtle new technical details. Especially
where spaces are uncluttered and expectations of design are high, minimalist lighting objects
can employ interactive refinements to become spirited, unconventional players.
Some LED frames activate when they are opened like windows. Chandeliers can surprisingly
escape the weighty confines of their form. The austerity of the lines is offset by physical
lightness. This aesthetic calls for a renewal of iconic designs.
The velvety-soft look of the materials is often born of cleverly crafted innovation. This
evocatively sets the scene for graphic lighting effects. An elegant colour palette with strong,
dark hints complements the precise light spheres – the blue is especially striking. The lighter
colours soften the austere lines of the overall design.

judicious +
eminent
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sophisticated, refined,
contrasting, characteristic,
iconic, timeless, strong,
significant, impressive

Refined contrasts and architectural elements
create an elegant finish to the lighting effects.
Fine nuances of colour and new surfaces
emerge from traditional crafts.

01 Dots by Martin Azúa for Vibia 02
Unseen Chandelier by Studiopepe for
Petite Friture 03 Il Veneziano / Fiandre
Architectural Surfaces 04 OBJ-01 by
Manu Bañó 05 Elina by Dirk Vosding
06 T-Lamp by Frama 07 Wedge by
Nendo, photo Alberto Strada 08 Unique
Pivotante à Poser by Charlotte Perriand
for Nemo 09 Argille by HD surface 10
Gravity Chandelier by Paul Cocksedge for
moooi 11 Oplight by Jasper Morrison for
Flos 12 Feng by Testatonda for Gebrüder
Thonet Vienna GmbH, 2021. 13+14
Beaulieu by Philippe Nigro for Gebrüder
Thonet Vienna GmbH, 2021. 15 Māyā
Collection by Luiza Guidi 16 Five To
Nine by Studiopepe for Tacchini, photo
Andrea Ferrari 17 Flindt by Christian
Flindt for Louis Poulsen 18 Cima by
Marco Dessí, 2021 ©Lodes 19 Nastro
by Studiopepe for Tooy 20 Aria by
Francesca Giulia Poli made in collaboration with Seppe Van Heusden
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Graphical elements in balance. Amazing light sculptures
reallyopen up a room. Unexpected solutions reinterpret
old classics.

New icons, creativity and more sustainability. Lighting design is ready for a new way
of thinking. Trends 22+23 provide reassurance and room to manoeuvre in these
complicated times.
Light + Building trend forecasts are based on worldwide research by Stilbüro bora.herke.
palmisano. Our style experts are regularly commissioned by Messe Frankfurt to investigate
the most relevant, influential and on-trend designs for lighting and luminaires. They provide
a focused overview of trends and design directions to orient the industry and guide buyers.
This helps us oversee and navigate new developments.
“Trend forec asts pave the way for market researc h,
industr y, retail and interior design.”

annetta palmisano
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